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This project is concerned with the implementation 
of a subset of the procedure facility in the existing 
compiler for the progt'amming language ALGOL 68 at Okla-
homa State University. The primary objective is the en-
hancement of the compiler to support procedure constants 
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AI,GOI1 68 is a very powerful, multi purpose high 
level computer language designed to supply the programmer 
with the most desirable features of AI,GOL 60, PL/l, 
FORTRAN and COBOL as well as certain features not avail-
able in any other programming language. In 1973 John C. 
Jensen implemented a translator for a scientific subset 
of AI,GOI, 68 to be used an as instructional tool at Okla-
homa State University(?). This translator supported 
basic operations on the primitive modes (10) int, real, and 
bool as well as cornpl; some limited character manipulations 
(mode char); and formatless input and output. Since that 
time several features have been added to the translator by 
students at OSU. However, one very desirable feature of 
the language, the ability to support the construct termed 
procedures, was still not available. Therefore, it was 
decided to enhance the present translator to support a por-
tion of this ALGOI, 68 feature. Several restrictions of the 
feature were included in the implementation design. These 
are described in Chapter II. However, the design included 
a sufficient number of the facilities of the language 
1 
definition to provide the programmer with a useful aid to 
assist in the accomplishment of his task. 
History of ALGOL 68 
During the 50's many initial efforts were made to 
develop what are now called high level language. Perhaps 
the most enduring of these has been FORTRAN. The first 
ALGOI, language, ALGOL 58, was developed through the joint 
efforts of the Association for Computing Machinery and 
the Association for Applied Mathematics and Mechanics and 
formalized in June, 1958 (21). 
Since these early beginnings there has been a steady 
trend toward more use of high level languages. As man's 
understandine:; of language syntax and semantics has in-
creased, so has his ability to define useful programming 
1anguages. Jean E. Sammet gives a very detailed history 
of the development of programming languages in the United 
States (21). 
ALGOL 68 represents a continuous development pro-
cess dating back to the realization of the desirability 
of a common programming language for communication of 
ideas between people as well as between people and com-
puters. AI,GOL 58 was the original result of this effort. 
1,nJith attempts at implementation, many omissions and 
ambiguities were discovered in the language. This, aided 
by the development of a formal method of defining syntax 
now known as the l3ackus Normal Form ( 1), resulted in the 
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.definition of a revised language knoV1m as Al,GOL 60 (lJ). 
A1though this was a much improved language, errors arose 
as they always do and the "Revised Report on the Algorith-
mic Language ALGOL 60 11 (14) was issued following a review 
meeting of the authors of the language in 1962 at Rome. 
At this time responsibility for the language was trans-
ferred to the \l\lorking Group on ALGOIJ (WG2 .1) of the 
International Federation for Information Processing. This 
group has had continuing responsibility for the development 
of ALGOL since that time. 
In exercising this responsibility, 1rJG2.l has con-
sidered extensions and improvements of the language since 
196J. In 1965 three language descriptions were proposed. 
Two of these used the Backus Normal Form for description 
of the proposed grammar. The third by Aac3 van 1rJi jngaarden 
introduced a new descriptive method which has become known 
as a van Wijngaarden Grammar. Following this meeting 
Dr. van Wijngaarden, working with B. J, Mailloux, J.E. 11. 
Peck, and C, H. Koster, revised and improved the defini-
tion to the form finally accepted by WG2.l in December, 
1968 (2J). 
Since 1968 several supporting documents have been 
published (16,10). Much attention has been given to eval-
uating and implementing the language as defined in what 
is known among ALGOJ_, groups as "'l1he Report". Almost 
annual conferences on implementation (17,18,19,20) have 
been held to exchange information concerning difficulties 
J 
encountered and methods developed in implementing ALGOJJ 68 
compilers. 
WG2.l decided to publish a revised final definition 
of the language ALGOL 68 (24) after consideration of the 
many recommendations coming out ·of these conferences and 
those made by other people interested in the language. 
The document was approved at a meeting in Los Angeles in 
1973 (9). This is considered to be a static definition 
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One of the persistent motivations in the development 
of all the ALGOL language has been to produce a common, 
machine-independent programming language for the user. 
To this end the definition of ALGOL 68 (2J) incorporates 
a large number of new technical terms. Some of them encom-
pass old concepts under new words and some specify new 
concepts. In both cases an understanding of the terms is 
essential to an understanding of any discussion of the 
language. A list of definitions for those terms which are 
applicable to the materials covered in this paper are 
listed in Appendix A. Readers should refer to this Appen-
dix before proceeding. This will greatly ease the task for 
the "uninitiated" and will be a (perhaps useful) refresher 
for the "inititated", Any reader who is familiar with PL/l 
but not AJ..JGOL 68 might find the comparison by Hedrick and 
Alexander (5) helpful in associating the new terms with 
the concepts to which they apply. 
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Review of Previous Work 
'I'he literature contains very few articles concerning 
the topics pertinent to this study. Only one article di-
rectly concerned with the implementation of procedures was 
found (12). A large portion of the literature is concerned 
with corrections, omissions, suggested changes, or evalua-
tions, of the definition of the language. However, several 
articles dealing with proposed or existing implementations 
of the language or subsets of the language have been pub-
lished. Ledin gives a partial list of implementation 
efforts as of early 1973 (8). 
One of the most notable implementations is that of 
AI,GOI, 68-R at the Royal Radar Establishment in Great 
M·alvern, England (2). This was the first working ALGOL 68 
compiler. It went into limited operation in April, 1970 
on the ICI, 1907F computer at RRE and was intended to be 
the main programming language at that installation. It is 
a subset of the full language with some restritions 
arising from its one-pass construction, some from hardware 
limitations, and some from considered decisions that cer-
tain features were not worth their cost. Notably for this 
study, automatic proceduring is not allowed in ALGOL 68-R. 
This feature has been eliminated entirely in the Revised 
Report ( 2L~). No other information directly applicable to 
this study is given. 
The ALGOL 68 compiler at the University of British 
Columbia is described by Manis (11). It implements all 
6 
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the features of the ALGOL 68 language except those involved 
in parallel processing. Parallel processinc is not supported 
by the operating system, f.!TS, on the Im'. System/J60 for 
which this compiler is designed. ALGOL 68-V, as it is 
termed by I1Tanis, generates code for an "Execution Machine" 
(Erv:) which performs interpretive execution. rrhis approach 
is similar to that taken by Jensen in designing the Ckla-
homa State University translator (7). The runtime organi-
zation of EM is the classical stack model as described by 
Gries ( L~) and Van Doren ( 22) with ad hoc measures to support 
features such as the heap which are not applicable to that 
model. 
Goos (1) described some of the difficulties encount-
ered in the design of an AJBOL 68 compiler for Rechenzentrum 
cler rrechnischen Hochschule in T1"'.unich. This compiler is 
for a ~:elefunken THI~, computer. However, the problems 
.encountered by Goos are applicable to a full set implemen-
tation and may not appear in a subset implementation due 
to imposed restrictions. His observation of difficulty 
with scopes of references is appropriate to the present 
study but is negated by the mode restrictions already 
existing in the OSU implementation. 
Jensen's paper (7) contains the original description 
of the implementation with which the enhancements of this 
effort are concerned. His paper includes a suggested 
method for parsing procedure declarations. The method has 
been used where compatible with the design of the features 
to be added. For instance, routine denotations are parsed 
by the subprogram for analyzing unitary clauses. Jensen's 
frammar for procedures requires the explicit specification 
of a yielding maid of void. This requirement has been 
incorporated in the language definition of the Revised 
Report ( 2L~). However, the suggested additions to the 
pseudo-machine instruction set have been found inadequate. 
Additional ones were found desirable. All added instruc-
tions are described in Chapter III. 
Problem Definition 
Basic Considerations 
From the conception of this effort one of highest 
priority considerations has been to maintain the original 
goals established by Jensen(?). He sought to produce a 
small, portable, semi-machine--independent translator for 
a scientific subset of ALGOL 68 which would be useful in 
an educational environment for supplying programming exper-
ience to students receiving their initial introduction 
to the language. For this reason, the implementation 
language chosen was basic FORTRAN and the machine used was 
the IBM 1130 at Oklahoma State University which has BK of 
core and runs under Disk Monitor System Version 2, Itodifi-
cation 8 (DMSV2M08), using a single 1131 Disk Storage 
Unit. This consideration and the restrictions it imposes 
have been the (J etermining factors in many of the decisions 
made during design and implementation of procedures. 
8 
Additionally, it is very important that the faC'il1ty pro-
vided. be one which is understandable and functional from 
the users' point of view. The problem was limited to one 




The objective of this project is to add the capability of 
handling a limited version of the language feature referred 
to in the Revised Report (24) by the metanotion PROCEDURE 
to the existing ALGOL 68 translator at Oklahoma State 
University. This is to include syntactic recognition and 
generation of the semantically equivalent code for the 
constructs supported as well as elaboration of the gene-
rated code. 
The features implemented consist of the identity 
declaration of simple routine constants and the calls which 
cause elaboration of these routine constants. Neither 
procedure variables nor procedure multiples ( [] proc) are 
supported. Deproceduring, a coercion which allows a 
routine-denotation to appear in-line in the code and be 
elaborated to yield a value of some mode or void, was not 
included in the effort. This supplies the user with a 
feature very similar to procedures in PL/l qr a combi-
nation of FUNCTION and SUBROUTINE subprograms in FORTRAN 
(with the added effect that scoping gives to internal 
procedures). 
F'igure 1 gives a grammar which specifies the synta.x 
or'· a rotltine identity declaration as implemented. Appendix 
B contains a description of how the grammar should be read 
and Appendix C contains a list of the terminal symbols 
used in the grammar. no rules are given for identifier 
or unitary clause as the definition given for identifier 
clause is a recursive definition of the entire subset. 
One notable deviation from the Revised Report 
on the routine text is that the defining occurence for 
any identifier appearing in an applied occurence in 
the routine text must have already appeared in the pro-
gram sequence; that is, the user is not allowed to use 
the value possessed by an identifier until it is de-
clared. This restriction holds even though the usage 
is in a routine text for which the elaboration is de-
ferred until the appearance of a call. This restriction 
is necessary because declarations are not recognized 
in an earlier pass through the source code. It has 
interesting implications in the invocation of a proce-
dure from within a routine text when the rane;e of the 
procedure is not local or within the range of the routine 
text. Consider the program segment in Figure 2. At the 
time the routine for p·is parsed, the declaration for a . . ~ 
is not known. Because of the appearance of what is pro-
bably an actual parameters pack following the.identifier, 
it could easily be assumed that q is a procedure. 
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routine identity declaration: proc declarer, is 
defined as symbol, routine text, go on symbol. 
proc declarer: actual procedure declarer, 
identifier; procedure symbol, identifier. 
actual procedure declarer: formal procedure 
declarer. 
routine text: formal parameters pack, yielding 
moid, routine s~lmbol, unitary clause. 
formal parameters pack: open symbol, parameters 
list, close symbol; empty. 
parameters list: formal parameter, identifier, 
parameters list; formal parameter, identifier. 
formal parameter: ref symbol, mode class; mode 
class; formal procedure declarer. 
mode class: row indicator, simple mode; simple 
mode. 
row indicator: sub symbol, number of bounds list, 
bus symbol. 
number of bounds list: comma symbol, number of 
bounds list; empty. 
formal procedure declarer: procedure symbol, 
virtual parameters pack, yielding moid; 
procedure symbol, yielding moid. 
virtual parameters pack: open symbol, virtual para-
meters list, close symbol. 
virtual parameters list: virtual parameter de-
clarer, virtual parameters list; virtual para-
meter declarer. 
virtual parameter declarer: formal parameter. 
yielding moid: row indicator, simple mode; 
simple mode; void symbol. 
simple mode: integral symbol; real symbol; com-
plex symbol; boolean symbol; characters symbol. 





int j; real a,b,c; 
proc p=(i:nt k) real: 
proc q=(real r, real 





s) real: r+s; 
Figure 2, An Example of an Invalid Use of 
a Procedure (q) Before Its 
Declaration 
However, that approach would eliminate the ability to 
detect the error which results from the omission of an 
operator from the source code. This difficulty is easily 
aleviated by reversing the order of declaration or adding 
one more parameter to the routine-denotation for p as 
illustrated in Figure 3, An equally disastrous effect re-
sults when any other mode of variable is declared after its 
use, Consider the user's program in F'igure /./-, Obviously 
the user wants the sum of two values (strings and catena-
tion of strings are not yet supported), but it is not dlear 
what modes are to be added--integral, real, or complex. 
Nor is it clear whether coersion is required. The problem 
is even worse if this unitary clause is contained within 
another which contains declarations of the identifiers 
a and b with different modes. Then the code generated at 
compile time will not correspond to the actual values 




int j; real a,b,c; 
proc p=(int k, pro) (real,~) real r) 
real: r(a,b **k; 
proc g=(real. r, 




real s) real: 
Figure 3. A Valid Alt~rnative 
to Figure 2. 
proc q=real: a+b; 
real a,b; 
read ( (a, b) ) ; 
print(q) 
r+s; 
Figure 4. An Invalid Use of Values 
Before They Are Declared 
13 
pletely undetectable unless a previous pass has recognized 
all declarations. 
The implemented feature agrees with the definition of 
procedures in the Revised Report in requiring the appear-
ance of the yielding moid, the mode of the returned value 
or void, in all cases. However, the yielding maid is re-
stricted to those modes implemented in the· unitary clause 
parser (AI,G04).. This means that names (values of mode ref 
amode) may not be returned from a routine. Only int, real, -- -
compl, bool., char and row-of these as well as void may be 
returned. 
When specifying a ~-of amode for the yielding 
maid or a formal parameter, the user is not allowed to 
14 
specify any bounds information, The routine will accept 
what is passed and work accordingly. This should cause no 
programming difficulties as the standard prelude procedures 
to determine current bounds information are supported. 
The user is allowed to specify ref amode in the declaration 
of formal parameters in the formal para.meters pack although 
this feature is not supported in other portions of the 
translator. This was necessary to insure that the elabo-
ration of a routine resulted in effects and side effects 
as prescribed by the Report (24). The Report prescribes 
that no side effects reach the actual value location for 
a parameter of a non-reference mode while the effect must 
reach the actual value location for a parameter of a 
ref amode. This is effectively call-by-value and call-
15 
by-reference, respectively, and has been accomplished in the 
implementation by generating a local copy of all non-
reference parameters. In fact, this is the action pre-
scribed by the Report. However, since identifiers poss-
essing names which refer to values are not distinguished 
by the translator program which parses unitary clauses 
from identifiers which possess values, the parameter of 
mode amode in the routine text is treated no differently 
from one of mode ref amode. 'rhe user will find himself 
free to alter the value possessed by a parameter of mode 
int which he should not be able to do. However, he is 
assured that the value referred to by the actual parameter 
~ppearing in the call is not changed at the same time. 
Figure 5 contains a grammar for the call necessary 
to cause elaboration of a procedure constant previously 
declared. Special attention is warranted by the symbol 
"abridged unitary clause". This symbol denotes any object 
procedure call: indentifier, actual parameters 
pack; identifier. 
actual parameters pack: open symbol, actual para-
meters list, close symbol. 
actual parameters list: actual parameter; actual 
parameter, actual parameters list. 
actual parameter: proc identifier; abridged 
unitary clause. 
Figure 5. Grammar for Procedure Calls 
normally classed as a unitary clause except a procedure 
call. The appearance of an unguarded procedure identifier 
in an actual parameters pack causes the routine possessed 
by the identifier to be passed to the invoked routine as 
a para.meter. However, the user may easily supply the 
yield o.f a procedure invocation as an actual parameter by 
guarding the invocation in a closed clause as illustrated 
in the example in Figure 6. Naturally, objects which 
possess a value of mode void may not appear as actual 
parameters as void is not considered a valid mode for 
formal parameters (see Figure 1). 
begin 
end 
int j,k; real r; 
proc p={int m, int n)int: n+m; 
proc g=(int m)real: sqrt(m); 
read ( ( j-:kl") ; 
r= q ( ( p { j , k) ) ) ; 
print (r) 
Figure 6, A "Guarded" Procedure Invocation 





In the original design of the translator, a conflict 
developed between the desire to keep the compiler machine-
independent and the desire to keep it small. A compromise 
had to be reached. This consisted of using a fairly uni-
versal and machine-independent language--basic FORTHAN--
for the implementation language, but allowing the use of 
a completely machine-dependent facility, a call to the 
syf~tem subroutine LINK between phases. Additionally, 
size considerations forced the use of the system-supplied 
overlay facility, LOCAL or Load-On-CALl, for subprograms 
in Phase IV and Phase V ( 6). (See :Figure 7 for an expla-
nation of the Phase structure.) This added a degree of 
difficulty to moving the translator to a new machine as 
it must be adapted to the new overlay system. However, 
overlay features are available on most machines, especially 
ones with limited primary storage capacity. With the 
continuing enhancement of the translator to handle features 
not originally supported--CASE clauses, slicing and trim-
ming, and loop clauses, for example--size had become an 






I " v AI,G04 
AI.GOS 
Function 
Job control card recognition, 
translator option analysis and 
translator initialization. 
Source program input and listing 
and conversion to internal form. 
Keyword recognition, label de-
claration recognition, and con-
struction of the block nesting 
table for Phase IV. 




Figure 7. Phase Structure of the OSU Al:GOL 68 Translator 
One was to restructure the translator in a major way to 
split off some of the tasks performed in Phase IV and 
perform them in earlier phases; the other solution was to 
continue to draw heavily upon the sy~tem overlay feature 
and multiple use of existing code segments, often at the 
loss of clarity. The first was rejected for this project 
as it would involve work requirements in excess of those 
obtainable during the time allowed. The second has been 
used heavily with the emphasis upon the former part 
(overlays) and not the latter (multiple code usage) when 
any loss of clarity could result. No size problems were 
encountered in Phase I, Phase II, or Phase III. However, 
they were ever present in Phase VI and Phase V. At one 
point it became necessary to remove a segment of code 
from Phase IV and replace it with a subroutine call be-
19 
cause the IBM llJO FORTRAN compiler's table capacity had 
been' exceeded. 'J:wo subprograms were combined into one to 
allow a large block of code to be placed in LOCAL overlay; 
another section of code was moved from in-line to subroutine 
to provide space for necessary in-line code additions. 
All large segments of code which were required for the 
implementation of procedures were placed in subroutines 
designed to be used as LOCAL overlays. This policy had 
the unexpected advantage of improved clarity. In such 
cases code which already existed in another portion of 
the translator was duplicated because of accessibility 
problems posed by the overlay structure. The result is 
a more tree-structured program where a lattice structure 
might have developed otherwise. 
Similar situations occurred in Phase V, the inter-
pretive executor, where three subprograms were required 
to be in LOCAL overlays to provide room for the first 
additions. All code written was in modular form with the 
intent of using LOCAl overlays. The task was easier in' this 
phase since the structure of the interpreter is basically 
a tree structure that decodes a pseudo-machine instruction 
which is a quadruple. 
The cost for this approach has been an extremely 
slow compilation and execution process. The IBM 1130 
is not an extremely fast machine. The OSU configuration 
has only one disk drive. The highly convoluted structure 
of the translator along with the extensive use of disk 
files for compiler table storage results in a great deal 
of time being used for disk seeks. However, since the 
Oklahoma State University llJO is operated bn a hands-on, 
educati anal training basis, the performance of the AIJGOL 68 
translator is tolerable aven if less than ideal. 
Implementation Methods 
Since the translator is a multi-phase translator, 
it was decided to effect the changes necessary for imple-
mentation of procedures in a phase-by-phase manner. 
Phase I (AliGOl) performs an options analysis and initial-
ization only; therefore, it has not been altered. The 
symbol table management technique employed in Phase IV 
make special treatment of the nesting structure analysis 
of the source program necessary. Since this analysis 
is repeated in three phases of the translator, they all 
have been modified. 
As a space-saving measure, the symbol table used in 
this trru1slator consists of a linear unordered table with 
one entry for each unique identifier of the prograr.i. 
Since multiple occurences of a single identifier to 
indicate different values in different blocks is quite 
allowable, the symbol table manipulation routines must 
provide for altering the single entry for that identifier 
when it is declared and also restoring the old entry when 
the range of that declaration is exited. This restoration 
is performed automatically upon block exit as indi.cated 
20 
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by a close symbol in the input source code. The formal 
parameters pack provides a special problem when usinr: ttii ;:::, 
method. This pack is enclosed in parenthesis; however, if 
restoration is allowed when the close symbol is encountered, 
then the parameter declarations are not available when the 
routine to which they apply is parsed. To solve this prob-
lem, an implied block is created around the entire routine 
denotation-formal parameters pack, yielding moid and rou-
tine text. Then the block implied by the open and close 
symbols of the formal parameters pa.ck is ignored. 
This nest structure must be created in Phase II and 
Phase III also. Phase II prints a source listing which 
includes a nesting indicator if requested. Phase III pro-
duces the block nesting table used in Phas6 IV for label 
analysis. Therefore, the mechanisms required to syr1tac-
tically analyze procedure declarations on a very basic 
scale have been added to both phases. Almost identical 
schemes are used in the two programs. 
Phase IV (ALGOL~) performs the parse of the source 
code in internal form and generates all code for a unitary 
clause. A proper program is a specific type of unitary 
clause called a closed clause which is, through several 
reductions of the grammar composed of unitary clauses. In 
effect, Phase IV is a recursive program. This recursion 
is accomplished by stacking necessary translator values 
and reinitializaing these values as if a new parse were 
beginning. At the appropriate time, the stacked values 
are retrieved. It is in this program that the first major 
enhancements have been made in order to support procedures. 
The procedure declaration is a rather specific exter-
nal object for which three subroutines, as well as in-line 
code to determine when to invoke these routines have been 
added to Phase IV to accomplish the new tasks imposed upon 
the translator. Figure 8 lists the subprograms and their 
purposes. The code for the procedure text is generated in 
sequence and is preceded by an unconditional branch gener-
ated by ALGPE. When the code is complete, ALGPT adds the 
address to the unconditional branch instruction. The code 
for the text of the routine is generated by Phase IV 
through the recursive process described above. Therefore, 
all of the facilities of the translator are available to 
the user when he writes a procedure. 
The mechanism to parse the procedure call and the 
actual parameters pack which may accompany it are incor-
porated in one subroutine and in-line code in I)hase IV. 
Since procedure variables are not supported, invocation 
can be assumed with the appearance of an identifier of 
mode proc.at any location within the code except in an 
actual para.meter list. Here either the routine or the 
value from its elaboration could be desired. The absence 
of a compile time descriptor has forced some arbitrary 
restrictions at this point. They have been indicated in 
the previous chapter. However, the requirement that any 




ALGPA Performs analysis of the actual de-
clarer for a proc, updates the s;Ymbol 
table to reflect the new declaration, 
and causes generation of the code for 
allocation of a descriptor at run-time. 
ALGPE Generates the implied block increase 
updates the symbol table for any para-
meters, generates the code for para-
meter retrieval, and parses and records 
the yielding moid. 
AinPT Checks the result of the routine text 
against the yielding moid and gene-
rates code to coerce if necessary, 
generates return linkage, and removes 
the implied block along with restoring 
the symbol table. 
Figure 8. Subprograms to Parse Procedure Declarations and 
Their Usage 
"shielded" by a closed clause (enclosed in parentheses) 
does not seem a particulary harsh one. 
The previously existing mechanisms for processing 
collateral clauses allowed their appearance only as sub-
scripts or as parameters for transput. It has been nee-
essary to add the recognition of collateral clauses in 
actual parameters packs to these mechanisms. The trans-
lator has the facility to create an internal identifier 
for a temporary value if needed. This facility has been 
used in keeping track of actual parameter values until all 
parameters in a paclc are elaborated. The facility is 
needed only for temporaries as other values already have 
an identifier. 
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vlJhen an actual parameter pack is encountered, the i1ara-
meters are parsed in order. Any code needed to compute the 
parameter value is generated. If the parameter is a tem-
porary, the subprogram ALGPU is invoked to r;enerate the 
code to give that value an internal identifier name. As the 
pack is being parsed, the identifier, internal or external, 
for each parameter is left on the translators parsing stack. 
':rJhen the last parameter is parsed, the Load Return Informa-
tion instruction is generated. Then the identifiers are 
popped from the parsing sta.ck, one-by-one, and a load para-
~eter instruction is generated for each one. The process 
is completed by the generation of an Invoke Procedure 
instruction and insertion of the return address into the 
already generated I,oad Return Information instruction. 
Eight new instructions may be generated during the 
analysis of a procedure declaration and the invocation of 
that procedure. These a!re summarized in Figure 9, Also, 
one existing instruction has been modified to support the 
allocation of storage for a procedure runtime descriptor. 
1.rhe modifications to Phase V (AI,GC5), the pseudo-
machine, consist of a slight alteraiion of the existing 
routine to allocate storage, the addition of in-line code 
to decipher the added op codes, and subroutines to perform 
the functions required by the added instructions (see 
Figure 9). 
The runtime descriptor maintained for a procedure is 
shovm in Figure 10, It consists of five one-word entires. 
RETRIEVE PARAr·.mTER 
RTP 800,R2,R3, ... 
COMPLETE PROC DESCRIPTOR 
CD 80l,R2,RJ,R4 
PHOC EIJTRY 
PRCIN 810, ••• , ••• , ••• 
PROC EXIT 
PEXIT s20,n2,n3, •.• 
J_,OAD RETURN HTFORMATION 
IJDII'1F 830,,,,,, •• ,,,, 
INVOKE PROCEDURE 
I NV OK 8 3 5, R2 , ••• , , •• 
SAVE SYIVIBOI, TABLE 
SYST 840, ••. , ••• , ••• 
ALLOCATE PROC DESCRIPTOR 
R2 is the identifier number 
RJ is the MODE including REF code 
If R2 is zero retrieve Flag(s) 
R2 is the ide·ntifier number 
RJ is 1 for completing static 
information, is 2 for completing 
entry point 
R4 is the entry point if appro-
priate 
R2 is MODE of returned value 
R3 is the number of rows 
R2 is the identifier number 
AI,PD 040 ,H.2, ... ,R4 R2 is 8 
R4 is the identifier number 
Figure 9, Additions to the Pseudo-Machine Instruction 
Set 
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BlocJ\: Global Symbol Not Entry 
':!.'able 
Number Display Copy Key Used Point 
Figure 10. Procedure Runtime Descriptor 
The block number is the block nest level which is one 
greater than the level in which declared. The global dis-
play is the address of the display which is active when the 
declaration is elaborated. The symbol table copy key is 
the key to the record of a disk file into which the run-
time s:,nnbol table for the containing block is stored after 
all declarations are elaborated. These three entries are 
necessary to establish the global environment for the pro-
cedure when it is invoked. The last entry is the address 
of the first· executable instruction of the routine. T}rn 
storage for this descriptor is allocated through the use 
of the ALPD op code instruction which uses the routine 
ALGAS. The first three entries are completed when the 
identifier is declared to possess a value of mode proc, 
The last is completed when the routine denotation is en-
countered. This is compatible with the processes required 
if procedure variables were handled, and allows for future 
enhancement. Both of these functions are handled by the 
subprogram ALGPD (see Figure 11). The unused entry in the 
descriptor is supplied to allow for implementation of 








Performs the tasks required at pro-
cedure entry including establishing 
the new environment 
Performs the load return information 
instruction 
Performs the complete procedure de-
scriptor instruction 
Performs the save symbol table 
instruction 
Performs the invoke procedure 
instruction 
Performs the retrieve parameter 
instructions 
AlrGBE Performs the tasks required at pro-
cedure exit including return of the 
yield, 
AJ,GPF Performs the load parameter instruc-
tion 
Figure 11. Subroutines Added to Phase V and Their 
Functions 
'rhe construction of the proper environment for 
execution of a procedure requires access both to the dis-
play which was active when the procedure was declared and 
to the runtime symbol table for that same block, ~1 he dis-
play creates no real problem as it exists in its needed 
form at any time when the procedure can be invoked. 
The s;yrnbol table, however is d;)mamically altered 
with every block entry and block exit. To allow fast re-
construction of the necessary environment, the symbol 
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table is :::;tored on dislc when a block which contains a pro-
cedure declaration is executed. The location of this copy 
is recorded in the descriptor for the procedure. Only one 
copy is made for each block elaboration even the)ugh more 
than one procedure is declared. This is accomplished by 
execution of the instruction to.save the symbol table, 
SVS'l1 , which is performed by the subprogram AI,GPG I An 
additional mechanism was added to Phase V to manage the 
symbol table storage file in a dynamic manner. 
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1I1he procedure entr;y instruction, PRCDi, is executed 
when a procedure routine is elaborated to establish the 
proper environment for the routine. It saves the old s;ymbol 
table in the symbol table storage file and retrieves the 
one which is global to the procedure. It creates a new 
djsplay using the global display as a pattern. The 
information necessary for this is included in the pro-
cedure descriptor which is placed on the stack prior to 
invocation. The subprogram which performs these tasks 
is ALGPB. 
The subprogram ALGBE performs the analogous reverse 
tasks upon exit from a procedure, The old environment 
must be restored. Additionally any returned value must 
be placed on the top of the stack for the block to which 
control is returning. The instruction for procedure 
exit, PEXI'l', appears as the last instruction of every 
procedure and initiates these actions. (This same pro-
gram performs block exits). 
A procedure may have zero or more parameters. These 
must be retrieved when elaboration of the routine begins. 
The retrieve parameter instruction, RTP, invokes the sub-
program ALGPP in Phase V. This instruction has two forms. 
One indicates the retrieval of an actual value for a formal 
parameter. The other indicates retrieval of the parameter 
flag, a signal that parameter retrieval is complete. This 
is used as an error checking device since no error checks 
for parameter usage are made at compile time. The instruc-
tion of the first form contains the identifier number and 
mode information about the formal parameter. The parameter 
information on the runtime stack is a symbol table-like 
entry (address and mode). The mode information in the 
instruction indicates whether the parameter is ref amode 
or amode. Valves of mode amode are copied. into local 
storage. Valves of mode ref amode are not copied; the 
existing value is used. Mode checks are made to insure 
that all passed parameters match expected parameters or 
that proper coercion can be performed. 
The elaboration of a call must prepare all of the 
information about return, parameters, and invocation 
required by the procedure being called. This information 
is placed on top of ~he runtime stack during the elabora-
tion of a call.. The first instruction encountered in this 
process is the .load return information instruction, 1,DnTF. 
This causes the return address and the information required 
to restore the current environment (the display pointer 
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and block number) to be loaded on top of the stack with 
the parameter list flag on last. This flag signals the 
end of the parameter list to the routine code for para-
meter retrieval. Then, a load parameter instructio~ is 
executed for each parameter passed. (Any computation of 
the parameter value was done before the IJ)H'F instruction). 
T·he symbol table entry for the actual parameter indentifier 
(external or internal) is copied onto the top of the stack. 
~hen all parameters are processed, an invoke procedure 
instruction, INVOK, will be executed which causes the 
runtime descriptor for the procedure indicated to be loaded 
and a branch to the address on top of the stack to occur. 
These functions are performed by the subprograms ALGPC, 
ALGPF, and ALGPJ, respectively. Figure 12 shows the stack 
top when elaboration of the procedure commences. 
The elaboration of instructions which comprise the 
routine text is handled by facilities already existing in 
the translator except as they involve the use of the pro-
cedure facilities with which this effort is concerned. 
All of the subprograms described above are written 
so that they can be included as overlays because of the 
space problems discussed earlier. This adds to the time 
problems of interpretive execution. However, the instruc-
tions involved do not comprise an extremely large portion 
of the object code for any reasonable program. Addition-




INV OK Global Symbol Table 
Global Display 
Block Number 












He turn Block number 
He turn Address 
Return Display 
- -- --- -
Figure 12. Top of the Huntime Storae;e 
Stack When Procedure Elabor-
ation Begins and the Instruc-
tions Which Created It 
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reasonably possible in a single instruction, thereby re-
ducing the overhead costs of instruction retrieval and 
decoding. To this end the subprogram to retrieve para-
meters, AI,GPP, has the faci.li ty to retrieve successive 
:instructions until the retrieve flag instruction is pro-
cessed. This facilitates execution of these instructions 
which always occur in sets; however, there is some loss of 




SUMr·:ARY AND CONCJ~USI CFS 
An omnipresent facet of almost every programming 
effort is the time/space trade-off. Rarely is a savings 
jn space requirements accompanied by an increase in per-
formance. In the current effort space was not just a con-
sideration, it was an unalterable restriction. There was 
no more space in vvhich to expand, therefore the program 
expanded in time. The methods outlined have been used 
successfully to implement the procedure features described. 
This provides the user with a new degree of power in his 
nrogramming. New realms are opened for investigation. 
Perhaps moE;t importantly, the programmer is provided the 
capacity which was not available previously for modularity 
in the design of his program. 
The existing Oklahoma State University AIGOL 62 
Translator has been enhanced to do the following: 
1) syntactically recognize procedure constant 
declarations and calls to procedures; 
2) generate the pseudo-machine code renuired to 
elaborate the declaration of proced~re constants, 
calls to procedures, and the procedure routine2 
themselves; 
3) perform elaboration of the pseudo-machine instruc-
tions added as a result of enhancement. 
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These achievements provide the ALGCL 68 user at CSU 
with a very desirable facility. The cost is considerably 
slower compilation and execution of all j obF., whether or 
not the jobs use the new facility. However, the the added 
tim~ requirement is a result of the space cbnstraints 
imposed by the hardware system used and is not an inherent 
feature of the enhancements. On a machine where primary 
storage is more plentiful, only a slight time cost would 
be incurred by these changes. 
Future extensions of the work can accomplish further 
additions only at an extremely high cost in the time re-
quired for a job to compile and execute. Few organization 
of task performance needs to be achieved before significant 
enhancement will be desirable. A possible consideration 
would be the recognition of declarations at an earlier 
stage. This could be done in Phase III or in a separate 
phase between Phase III and Phase IV. This vrnulrJ remove 
a large burden from the extremely overburdened Phase IV. 
A project worth consideration is the optimization 
of block structuring. The runtime overhead of block entry 
is enormous in the interpretive pseudo-machine. This 
overhead is of value only if a block containing declara-
tions is entered, but is performed for every parenthesis 
set encountered except parameters packs. This could be 
easily done if declarations were recognized at an earlier 
time. 
'rhe implementation of formatted transput is 
an effort currently underway for a version of the same 
translator which runs under OS/ 360 ~NT on the I BK 360/ 65 
at Oklahoma State University. This could cbntribute 
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L~O 
'rl1e following is a list of terms unique to ALGCI 68 
or which have a very specific meaning in reference to 
AIGOI, 68. The definitions given here have been tal:en frorr, 
J.,indsey and van der lV;eulen (10). These definitions are not 
airect quotes in all cases. When the definition in Lindsey 
and van der r::eulen involves ideas not needed for the pre-
sent discussion, they have been parapharased or quoted in 
part. 
/\,ssignation - A type of unit consisting of a name yieldecl 
by the left hand side, a := symbol, and a value 
yielded by the right hand side, Its elaboration 
consists of making the name refer to the value. 
Call - To initiate the elaboration of a procedure. 
Coercend - An external object which may be coerced, 
Coersion - The changing of the mode of a coercend to that 
required by its context. 
Constant - An instance of a value which is immediately 
possessed by an external object or a coercend which 
possess or yields a value which is not a name. 
Declaration - A phrase which causes a identifier to 
possess a value (maybe undefined). 
DecJarer - An external object which specifies ~:;ome mode, 
Denotation - Those entities which, in eaTlier langnaces, 
would have been knovm as "literals" or "constants". 
Descriptor - An internal object kept for each multiple 
value and subvalue to record the values of its 
bounds, 
Destination - The left hand side of an assignation. 
Dyadic operator - An operator between two operands. 
Elaboration - The process of inspecting an external object 
and causing the corresponding actions (as specified 
by the semantics of the Report) to take place. 
External objects - A part of the program text. 
I cl entifier - An external object consisting of a sequer:ce 
of letters and digits with a leading letter used to 
possess a value, 
Internal object - An object which is stored and manipu-
lated inside the computer during elaboration. 
rode - The property of a value which defines the class to 
which it belongs, i.e. the amount of stora{!e space 
it requires, the ways it may be manipulated, etc. 
r"~oid - mode or void. 
r'.onadic operator - An operator applied to the following 
operand. 
Multiple values - A value consisting of a sequence of 
values, its "elements" of some (same) mode, together 
with a descriptor. 
Parameter - An external object which possesses a value to 
be supplied to a procedure (actual-parameter) or vrhic::h 
specifies the mode of a value required by the proce-
dure (formal-parameter) • 
Parrunetrize - To substitute actual-parameters. 
Phrase - The constituents which when separated by goon-
s;ymbols form o. serial clause; statenents. 
l-1]_ 
Possess - The verb used to indicate the relationship 
between an external object and an internal object. 
J:irefixes - Symbols used to construct declarers or to indi.-
cate all the modes of the appropriate class, or to 
indicate values of those classes of modes; ref, LJ 
(row of), proc, or void. 
Primitive modes - The built-in modes in terms of which 
all other modes may be constructed; int, real, bool, 
char, or format. 
Primitive values - A value of mode int, real, bool, 
char, or format. 
Frocedure - A coercend (usually an identifier or a routine-
denotation which yields a value of a proc mode. 
Program - The program text provided by the user, together 
with the standard-prelude and standard-postlude. 
Range - A piece of program text which demarcates the 
scope of the variables which are locally generated 
during its elaboration. 
heach - A range, with the exclusion of all ranges con-
tained within it. 
Refer - The verb used to indicate the relationship be-
tween a name and a value. 
Repetitive statement - for xxxx from xxxx _Q;y xxxx to xxxx 
while xx:xx do xxxxxxxx. In the Revised Tieport ( 21~.) 
this is termed a loop clause and has a slightly 
different s~rntax. 
fi.outine - The internal equivalent of a clause which is of 
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a proc mode. 
Routine-denotation - The external object used to create 
a routine. 
Scope - The technical term for the range in which a value 
is available for use. 
Slice - A external object which possesses a subvalue. 
Source - The right hand side of an assignation. 
Standard-postlude - The administration of the completion 
of the program. 
Standard-prelude - The declarations already buiJ.t into 
the language. 
Subvalues - A subset of the elements of a multiple, as 
specified by a different descriptor. 
Symbol - The smallest external object, out of which all 
the others are constructed, e.g. a, +, begin, etc. 
Transput - Input or output. 
'Iariable - An instance of a value to which a name refers 
(so that it can be changed), together with that 
name; also, a coercend which possesses or yields 
a name. 
Yield - The production of a result through elaboratirin. 
APPENDIX B 
READING THE GRAMMARS 
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Each rule of the grammars in this paper consists of 
four items: the left hand side, the connector, the rit;ht 
hand side, and the terminator. 
The left hand side consists of one non-terminal 
fJYrnbol of the grammar. 
The connector is a colon (:). 
The right hand side consists of one or more alterna-
tive productions for the left hand side non-terminal. A 
semicolon (;) is used to separate alternatives and may be 
read as "or", Each alternative may consist of one or more 
symbols of the grammar, either ternimal or non-terminal, 
A symbol of the grammar may contain blanks. Therefore, 
if more than one symbol appears in an alternative, they 
are separated by a comma (,) which may be read as "follo1Ned 
b ir 11 J • 
The terminator is a period (.), 
All terminal symbols are distinguished by the appear-
ance of the character sequence "symbol" as the las-C portion 
of the symbol. 
rrhe example given in Figure 13 illustrates the 
construction of grammar rules in this manner. 
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identifier: letter, idtail. 
idtail.: letter, idtail; digit, idtail; breal{ symbol, 
irJ tail; empty. 
letter: asymbol; bsymbol; csymbol; dsymbol; esyrnbol; 
fS~/mbOl. i gsymbol; hsyrnbol; isymbol; jsymbol; 
ksymbol; lsymbol; msymbol; nsymbol; osymbol; 
psymbol; qsymbol; rsymool; ssymbol; tsymbol; 
Usymbol; vsymbol; wsymbol; x.symbol; ysymbol; 
zsymbol; • 
digit: Osymbol; lsymbol; 2symbol; Jsymbol; 4symbol; 
5symbol; 6symbol; ?symbol; Ssymbol; 9symbol. 
Figure 13 •. Grammar For an Identifier 
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APPEtrDIX C 
REPRESEtrTATI ONS FOR TERr.1I NAJ_J SYL DCLS 
IN THE G RAf'fr lARS 
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Thi.s appendix contains the EBCDIC code symbols which 
are accepted for the terminal symhols of t:be grammars Uf:~ed 
in this paper. 
procedure symbol 
is defined as symbol 
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ALGOI, 68 USEHS' GUIDE 
TO TROCEDURES 
Introduction 
The procedure facility available to the AlGCl, 68 
programmer at Oklahoma State University is 8 subset of 
the feature described in the Revised Report. ITever the 
less, the current implmentation supplied a capability 
very much in line with that available in FORTRAN, PLAGC 
(a Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn PIJI dialect 
translator), and other languages used for instructional 
purposes at CSU. 
Presently the supported features are the declara-
tion of procedure constants and the elaboration of these 
procedure constants by a call. The more powerful features 
such as procedure variable ref proc, row-of proc, and 
deproceduring are not s1 1rported, Each of the two sup-
ported features is discussed in greater detail in one of 
the following sections. 
Procedure Declarations 
The Oklahoma State University ALGOIJ 68 Translator 
supports the declaration of routine constants. The 
declaration of a routine constant causes an identifier 
to possefrn an internal object of the mode l2r.Q..Q. in the 
terms of the Revised Report. From the users' point of 
view, it is a means of creating a series of statements 
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which will perform a specific task and the ability to 
cause those statements to be executed from one or more 
remote positions.in the program. Additionally, some of 
the data needed by the series of statements can be supplied 
a::» parameters from the remote location. This provides tte 
user with efficiency because often-used code need not 
be repeated and flexibility because different data can 
be used at different times. 
The general form for constructing a procedure 
declaration is given in Figure 14. The identi£ier is 
any non-ke;yvmrd character string beginning with a. letter 
and consisting of letters digits or the break character 
(_). It must be unique in its first 8 characters. The 
parameter declarations and the enclosing parentheses are 
optional. If not needed, they may be omitted. If present, 
any number of parameters may be declared--each f3eparated 
from successive ones by commas. Each parameter declara-
tion consists of a virtual mode and identifier. The 
allowable modes are INT, REAL, CCMPI,, BOOL, CHAR, or PHOC. 
Multiples, of all but PROC are allowed; however, actual 
bounds may not be specified, If actual bounds are present, 
PROC identifier=( parameter declarations), n:.:turn mode: 
routine text; 
Figure ll~. General Form of a Procedure 
Constant Declaration 
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a warning· message is printed and the values are ignored, 
Also, one level of HEF may be applied to any mode or £.9.l:{-
o:f mode except PrWC. For example, the parameter declara-
ti o:ns IT'T J, [ ] CHAR l"Tf\J\:E, and REF [ ,] :BOOL Cf<ATHIX aro 
all acceptable; however [0:12] REAJ.J VECTOR, REF PROC REli.I 
PVATIIAB and [ ] PROC REAL SWITCH are not. (The user is 
referred to the section "Procedures as Parar1eters" of 
this appendix for a full discussion of that subject.) 
The effect of one level of REF is to allow any 
changes which occur in the value of the parameter durinc 
elaboration to occur also in the actual par~meter value. 
This is referred to as "side effect" or call-by-reference. 
The return mode rm.st be present in all cases. If no 
return mode is needed, the keyword VOID must be specified. 
Otherwise, IHT, HEAL, COr:iPL, BOOL, and CHl\.~~ as well as 
the row-of mode formed from these is valid. 
The routine text is a unitary clause. It need not be 
enclosed in parentheses unless it consists of more than 
one statement (contains a semicolon). (The case of a 
routine consisting only of a declaration could serve no 
purpose and would not be valid.) 
Some degree of abbreviation is allo~ed in the decla-
ration of more than one parameter of the same mode. In 
this case, the mode need not be repeated for each para-
meter. The mode is specified for the first par~neter and 
omitted for consecutive parameters :for which the same mode 
is desired. This results in a construction such as Af:ODE 
IDl, ID2, IDJ where three parameters of mode Af.~ODE are 
declared, Figure 15 contains examples of several valid 
procedure constant declarations. 
PROC A = (INT J, REF REAL R)REAL:. R: =RiHt·J; 
PROC I3 = 'IOID: PRD·TT ( r·:ULLCHAR) ; 
PROC ('\ = (REF(/ /)CHAR STRG, INT CODE) INT: ( ... ) ; v 
PROC D = (INT J,K,L,REF COI!iPL X, Y)70ID: ( ... ) ; 
PHOC E = (INT lVI .. t REAL VAL)(/ /)INT: ( I I 0 ) ; 
Figure 15. Valid Procedure Cons~ant 
Declarations 
Procedure Calls 
A procedure call is the mechanisn by which the 
routine created with a procedu~e declaration is used. 
',·.:here a procedure call may appear in a program is c:on-
trolled by a very complex set of rules. However, with the 
present implementation the user is fairly free to use a 
procedure call anywhere he could use a constant of the 
mode yielded by the routine. There are two exceptions 
to this: one is in an identity, or initialized declara-
t.ion, of a value of a mode other than J?roc; the other is 
in the actual parameters pack of a procedure call. Eow-
ever, this latter restriction can be circumvented by er::.-
closing the call in parentheses in the pararnenters pack 
53 
(see Fig:ure 17). 
Figure 16 shows the general form of a procedure call. 
~Che identifier must be a valid identifier (as defined in 
Appendix A) for which a procedure declaration has already 
appeared, The scope of that declaration nn1st include the 
call. The structure of ·the actual parameters list is de-
pendent upon the formal parameters list in the declaration. 
If no parameters pack appears in the declaration, then 
none should appear in the call. If there are paramenters 
required, the actual parameter list must supply an actual 
value for each formal parameter. The actual value must 
match the formal parameter in mode or be coercible to 
that mode. Since the parameter declarations in the formal 
parameters pack is a formal declaration, the HEF which 
may appear there is implied by all actual declarations. 
Therefore, the actual value declared INT is acceptable 
to the formal parameter declared REF INT. Eowever, the 
actual value cJeclared INT is not acceptable to a formal 
parameter declared REF REAL. Only a value declared REAL 
would be acceptable to that formal parameter. 
rrhe result of declaring a parameter to be HEF AJ\lODE 
rather than Ar'.ODE (where AIIODE represents any of the five 
standard mode:::. or their multiples) is to allov>' "side 
effect" from the procedure. This implementation allowe 
the user to change the value referred to by a formal 
identifier of mode AM.ODE. However, he is assured that 
the value of the actual parameter is not changed (call 
identifier (parameters list) 
Figure 16. General Form For a 
Procedure Call 
by-value is used). On the other hand for a formal para-
meter of mode REF M~ODE the user is assured that any 
change in the value of the parameter will ca.use a change 
in the value of the actual parameter. ( r: ote. The user 
should avoid changing the value of a formal parameter of 
mode ABCDE. 'rhis is not allowed in the strict language 
55 
of the Report and probably not supported by most compilers.) 
Tfo compile time parameter correspondence checks are 
made. The user should be quite careful in constructing 
calls as any errors will not be detected until runtime. 
Figure 17 contains examples of several valid calls. 
FRI NT ( ("THE ANSWER Is II , s: =12. Q{i-A (JIB) ) ) ; 
B; 
I:=J + C(NAME,12); 
D(JJ,KK,LL,CX CY); 
E ( 12 , ( A (rm: ' B ) ) ) 
Fifure 17. Valid Calls For a Procedures 
of Figure 15. 
Procedures as Parameters 
The current implementation allows the user to decl&re 
a procedure to be a formal parameter and to pass a pro-
cedure name as an actual parameter. To declare a para-
meter of mode PROC requires a formal declaration as ill1Js-
tra ted in Figure 18. ~:he virtual parameter list and en-
cJ osinc! parentheses are omitted if the procedure parameter 
is to have no parameters itself. A virtual parameter list 
is identical to a formal parameter list described earlier 
except no identifiers are present. The return mode is 
specified E-;xactly as it is for an actual procedure const8nt 
declaration. 'I1he identifier is the formal paraneter which 
represents the actual procedure parameter. 
When calling a procedure which has a procedure 
as one of its parameters, the user should specify the 
identifier for a previously declared procedure constant 
(whose scope includes the call) without any actual para-
meters pack and not enclosed in parentheses in the actual 
parameters pack of the call. -Figure 19 contains an 
ex::unple. 
PRCC (virtual parameter list) return mode identifier 
f'igure 18. General Form For a Formal Procedure 
Parameter Declaration 
BEGIN 
REAIJ \'AL; IFT ,J ; 
PROC B = (INT ~~, PROC(REAL)REAJ_; CUBE)REAL:~JUDE(P); 
PHOC A = (REAl, R)REAL:R·:H~J; 
READ (J); 
V Al,: = V ( J , A ) ; 
PTIINT (VAI1) 
Figure 19. Passing the Procedure A as an 





11 XEQ AJ,GCJI, 














































THIS PRCGRAI; ILLUSTRATES TEE 
DECIJARA'J.1IOr CF A 8UiTIJ~ PRCCEDUHE 
AND ITS IF'IOCATIOF. 
COEl'".ErJ'.[' 
PROC A = (INT J) REAL: 
BEGII'~ 
END; 
PROC B = u: 1r: J; 
REAL I; 
I: =J; 
PRINT (("I= ",I)); 
I 
REAL KK; 






























































THIS FROGRAr.r: TESTS THE DIRECT RECURSr/E 
INVCCATION OF A PRCCEDURE. 
cmJ::EFT 
INT N; . 
PRCC FACTORIAL = (INT N) REAL: 
BEG If'~ 
mm; 
HEAD ( ]';) ; 
IF l'J>O 
REAL PROD; 
PROD := (N=l I 1.0 I E*FACT-
TORIAl,(F-1) ) ; 
FRINT(( N, ;'FACTORIAL IS", 
PROD, l'TE11\'I,I NE) ) ; 
PRCD. 
THEH PRINT ( ( TT, "FACTORIAL IS", 
FAC'l10RIAL(N) ) ) 















































THIS PRCGHAI<t ILI.;USTRATE~; A DHAI'CE ':l1C A 
LABEL OUTSIDE CF 1nm FROCEDUHE. 
CGMMEHT 
PRCC A = VCID: QUIT; 
PRINT ( "GrTLY CNE I1,ESSAGE SEOUID FCilCiJ 
THIS l'~ESSAGE: ) ; 
A; 
PRINT (" ':PHIS I~ESSAGE SHOULD FCI' BI, 
PRINTED"); 
PRINT (" THIS MESSAGE SHOUI.,D BE 
PRn,;TED : : ! " ) 
on_.y CIJE FESSAGE SHOULD FCLL01:J 'I1HIS r>'~ESSAGE 
TIITS MESSAGE SHOUID BE PRINTED!!! 
62 
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THIS PROGRAM TES'11S THE FOLL01J'1ING 
THREE FUNCTIONS: 
1) PASSING A PROC AS A FARAfIBTER 
2) INVOKING A PROC PARAr.E'rER 
3) INDIRECT RECURSION. 
cm1:r:rnNT 
PROC D = (PROC VOID Q) VOID: 
BEGIN 
END; 
PRINT ( 11 S'I'ART D';) ; 
Q; 
PRINT ("Erm D") 





PROC B = '!OID: PRINT (II D") ; 
PROC C ='lOID: PRINT("C"); 
PRINT ("START A") ; 





II XEQ ALGOL 
:JOB ***************** 

























THIS PROCEDURE TESTS Ti-ill Ii:ANAGmIErT 
OF THE ENVIRON FOR THE PROCEDURE. 
THE CORRECT SOLUT!OtT IF 14 FOR AIJI, 


















































PROC P=(PROC VQID X, INT Y) VOID: 
BEGIN 
PROC Q=(PROC(REF IfT) VOID Z)VOID: 
BEGIN 
(ll: 101) It;T F: 
F (11/) : =13; 







(11:10/) INT G; 
PROC U=(REF INT W) VOID: G (III): =W; 
# # 
FOR J 1rO 10 DO 
BEGIN 




PRINT (NEWLINE, ~;"E:JI,II11E, t:EWLINE, "GLOBAI" 




PRINT ("END GOLBAL DISPJcAY TESTrr) 
END 
:ENTRY 
GLOBAL DISPIJAY TEST 
14 14 
14 14 






II XEQ ALGOL 
:JOB ***************** 











































































PR ALGOL 68 PR 
COMMENT 
THIS PROGRAM ILLUSTRATES THE PASSDTG 
OF A ROhf-OF AMODE AS A PARAMETER. 
COMMENT 
PROC ARRAYINCRE :::: (REF (/ /) REAL A, 
REAI, INC) VOID: 
BEGIN 
END; 
INT LB, UB; 
IJB : == 1 LWB A; 
UB : == 1 UPB A; 
FOR SUBSC FROM I,B BY 1 TO 
UB 
DO 
A(/SUBSC/) : == 
A(/SUBSC/) + INC 
INT .. LB, UB; REAL INC; 
READ (( LB, UB, INC )); 
BEGIN 
END 
(/ LB:UB/) REAL ARRAY; 
PRINT ( " THE ORIGINAL ARRAY"); 
FOR SUBSC FROM LB TO UB 
DO 
( 
READ( ARRAY(/SUBSC/) ); 
PRINT ( ARRAY 
(/ SUBSC /). ) 
) ; 
ARRAYINCRE(ARRAY, INC); 
PRINT ((NEWLINE, NEWLINE, "AFTER 
INCREMENT BY", INC )); 
FOR SUBSC FROM LB TO UB 
DO PRINT (ARRAY(/ SUBSC /) ); 
:ENTRY 
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THIS PROGRAM PERFORMS THE SYFTACTIC 
ANALYSIS OF SIMPLE EXPRESSIONS. 
66 
THE INPUT EXPRESSIONS r:UST BE ONE PER 
CARD STARTING IN COLUI/:l'i ONE. 
THE PROGRAM IS TERMINATED BY Trill 
APPEARANCE OP A SETHCOLON IN COH.H'.l! 
ONE OF THE II'YPUT CARD. 
COMMENT 
INT I:=l; 
(1201) CHAR CARD; 
PROC LETTER = BOOL: 
BEGIN 
IF CARD(II/) = "X" OR 
CARD(II/) = "Y" Ol1 
CARD (/I/) =" Z" 1fHEN I +: =l; 
rrRUE 
ELSE FALSE FI END; 
PROC DIGIT = BOOL: 
BEGIN 
IF c ARD (II I) > = " 0 11 AND 
CAI:D (III) < = II 9" THEN 
I +: = 1; 
TRUE 
EI,SE F AI,SE FI mm ; 
PROC NUJ.\'IBER = BOOL: 
BEGIN 
IF DIGIT TI-:!El'l IF I·TUJ\IBER THEF TRUE EI1SE 
TRUE FI 
ELSE FALSE FI END; 
PROC NAf.''.ETAIL = BOOl: 
BEGII'. 
IF DIGIT 
THEN IF l".AT:ETAII, ~:J-IBN TRUE ELSE 
TRUE FI ELSE IF LETTER 
•rHEN IF NAMETAIL THEN rrIWE 
ELSE TRUE FI ELSE FALSE FI 
FI END; 
PROC NAME = BOOI,: 
BEGil'T 
IF I,ET1rER THEf·'. IF NAEETAIL TJillN THUE 
ELSE TRUE FI ElrSE FALSE FI END: 
srrnr,~T NEST 
10 1 
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67 
SOURCE 
PROC P == BOOL: 
BEGIN 
IF NAME THEN TRUE ELSE IF IWEBER T:mr 
TRUE ELSE FALSE FI FI END; 
PROC F == (PROC BOOL E) BOOL: 
BEGIN 
IF CARD(/I/) = " (" 
rrHEN I +: = 1 ; 
IF E THEH 
FI END; 
FI 
IF CAED (/I/) = II) II 
rl1FEI' I +: = 1 ; 
Tfl.lJE 
EI-'SE 171 PJ.]~SJ2; 
FI 
ELSE FAIJSE 
ELSE IF P THEI'T TRUE E1SE FALSE FI 
PROC T = (PROC BOOL E) BOCL: 
BEG IF 
IF F(E) THEN 
FI 
IF CARD(/I/) = "~'"" 
THEN 
I +: = 1; 





PROC E = BOCli: 
BEGIN 
IF T(E) THEN 
FI END; 
IF CARD (/I/) = "+" 
THEP 
FI 
I +: = l; 





READ ( CAHD) ; 






















IF E THEN IF CARD (/I/) = '';" THEF 
PRINT ( "BALID") . 
EI.SE PRINT ( "INVAl,ID") PI EI,SE PRII'?I' 
( "IlNALID") FI; 
READ (CARD) ; 























































































THIS PROGRAM CCWl1AIFS T','JO PRCCEDUHES. 
Trill PROCEDURE 'BUII,D' IS USED TO 
CONSTRUCT A BINARY TREE FROT1 ElEt:EFTS 
IN '11HE INPUT STREAI.I. 
THE PROCEDURE 'TRA'!E~SE 1 L:i USED 
PERFOHhI AN IF-ORDER TRAVERSAL OF 
TREE AND PRINT ITS cmTTENTS. 
COMMENT 
INT NUMELEM; 
READ ( NUMELEE) ; 
BEGIN 
( /NUMELEl\1/) I NT KEY; 
(/NUlVJEiilir.!, J/) INT TREE; 
INT I, DIR; 
INT START. : = 




( REF y· /) II'TT KEY, 
REF ( , /) !NT TREE) VOID: 
BEGIN 
INT NRKEY; 
NRKEY : = UPB KEY; 
PRINT ( ( "NRKEY = "' rrm:EY)) ; 
PRINT(NElr.JLINE); 
FOR J TO NRKEY DO 
BEGIN 
IF START = 0 THEE 
START := J; 
TREE(/J, 1/) : = KEY (IJ/); 
TREE(/J,2/) := O; 
TREE(/J,3/) := 0. 
EI,SE 
BEGIN 
INT K :== STAHT; 
TREE (/J, 1/) : == KEY (IJ /) ; 
TREE(/J,2/) := O; 
TREE(/J,3/) := 0: 
K : = START; 
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I : = IC; 
IF KEY (/J /) < '11HEE 
(/E,l/) 
rrHEN 
DIH := O; 
T?" T')EE(/l'' 0 /) J.":r.. := l\ \ L,t'..,,. 
EIJSE 
FI; 
IF DIR = O THEF 
~'EEE (/I, 2/) : =J 
ELSE '.I1REE (/I, 3/) : =J 
FI 
PHOC TRAVERSE = (II".T S'rART) I OID: 
BEG II': 
END; 
IF TREE (/START, 2/) > O rrHEH '11HA'/EHSE 
(1:L1REE(/START, 2/)). FI; 
PRIWr (TREE (/START, 1/)) ; 
IF ':f.1REE (/START, J/) > 0 rrEEY.: THA'fERSE 
( rrREE (/START, J/)) FI 
(/4/) Il?I' T2; 
READ (KEY); 
J3UII,D (KEY, THEE) ; 
FOR S TC UPB KEY DO BEGD' 
~~2 (/1/) : =S; 
T2(/2:1.~/) := TEEE(/S/); 
PRII':T (T2) 
Ei\!D; 






1 35 2 3 
2 18 l.~ ('I 
3 77 0 6 
l.} -3 0 5 
5 15 7 a ,. 
6 J6J 10 0 
7 0 0 e 
8 1 0 0 
9 15 0 0 
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